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Sunshine: “It feels like a bit wet.” “But I don’t pay attention to it nowadays.” I
will talk about the 24/7 Cool Breeze tomorrow or so. To do so today would
make me a fool as contrasted to the Living Waters, the Cool Breeze pales in
comparison. (April 2, 2021)
March 29, 2021
“Dear Jagbir it's really great to know that u feel the divine vibrations 24/7.Please guide us how to attain that state.”
(Shivali)
“Even i wanted to talk more on this topic. Once I discussed this (after reading jagbir's post) with a sy she told me it's a
very divine state, which even she wants to have.And I have never came across anyone who have such
experience.Jagbir please do share what helped you to attain such beautiful experience of living. Thanx” (Shruti)
March 30, 2021
“I was talking to @+91 88896 98174 about experiencing Cool Breeze, she says she experience a flow over her Sahastrara
chakra 24/7.
Jagbir when you say you experience Cool Breeze 24/7 does that mean a flow of Cool Breeze all around you? Or it's like
what @+91 88896 98174 experience? Most of us experience Cool Breeze on certain places of the body that too
randomly or while into meditation, continuous flow of Cool Breeze is not in our experience .” (Shruti)
“NOTE: I am going to write a detailed post instead of just a few lines. That is why I deleted the message. I believe a
comprehensive answer will help others attain this state too as it is the self-verifiable evidence of experiencing the Age
that has Come. My pranaam to You, Shruti! (Jagbir)
“Jagbir, I keep in mind your words: silence on the Self...” (Bertrand)
“Bertrand, it was your post of The Mother that ALSO made me delete the previous post. She is the ONLY reason for the
Resurrection we have been talking about and desperately trying to protect from total destruction. We have struggled
for years and decades and will persevere as a collective of the Comforter till the End. It is a blessing, Bertrand, it is a
blessing like no other. My pranaam to you too, Bertrand!” (Jagbir)
“Dear jagbir I wanted to ask this question since a year or so (after reading your post on Google forum) but yesterday
while talking to @guptashivali998 we decided to talk more on this topic, as to us a 24/7 experience of Cool Breeze
sounded very mesmerizing. Thanks jagbir for bringing so much divine grace to us.” (Shruti)
March 31, 2021
“Dear Shruti, Shivali and all, I will try to complete and post it by April 2, the birthday of Lalita whose gestation made me
question this useless life of alcohol and drugs, and parties ....... and set me on a spiritual journey beyond my wildest
dreams. If a pariah dog like me can attain a 24/7 experience of the Cool Breeze of the Resurrection, any normal human
can too ....... easily. I will explain in detail how and why 24/7 it is possible for anyone if you know THE MOTHER who is
beyond The Mother.” (Jagbir)
“NOTE: I would like to differ on the claim made on the Hairan Hua homepage that:
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"With poetry composed by Sachal Sarmast, Sanam Marvi graces #CokeStudio12 in Hairaan Hua, a celebration of the
Ultimate Beauty of the Divine, and the love and wonder it inspires in His devotees."
Hasan is most probably a Sufi and most of them rever the molehill of Muhammad far more than the Mountain of Issa
[and so does Sanam Marvi when Moses (Musa) is chosen instead of Issa (Jesus) in this Resurrection masterpiece of a
song.] With that in mind, I will only alter one word:
"With poetry composed by Sachal Sarmast, Sanam Marvi graces #CokeStudio12 in Hairaan Hua, a celebration of the
Ultimate Beauty of the Divine, and the love and wonder it inspires in HER devotees."
The Father can never be the Ultimate Beauty of the Divine. Only THE MOTHER is. SHE is the source of the Cool Breeze. This
by itself will very slowly but surely over months and years make the Cool Breeze flow 24/7. 100%!” (Jagbir)

April 2, 2021
What was supposed to be a few lines about the Cool Breeze a few days has today turned out to
be a profound quenching of that thirst. (I had no idea that Lalita’s birthday would be falling on
Good Friday as it keeps changing every year.)
Today is Good Friday and most fitting a day to discuss an experience of the Cool Breeze, a term
introduced by the Paraclete Shri Mataji to those getting Self-realization (kundalini awakening,
second birth by Spirit, opening of Dasam Duar, Baptism of Allah, the pouring of the Spirit on all
flesh).
Before May 5, 1970, no human experienced the Cool Breeze even though their holy scriptures
mentioned it, albeit in quite opaque terms. No Hindu, Buddhist, Sikh, Jew, Christian, or Muslim
preacher has ever experienced anything similar over the centuries. So it will be as pointless
discussing the Cool Breeze of their scriptures as examining the Mother entrenched in them. Most
will flee back to happily graze with their million or billion strong herds. There is nothing more blissful
than ignorance and safety in numbers.
When I started experiencing the Cool Breeze for the first time in 1994, it was amazing. Amazing
because it was unlike anything else. A cool breeze coming out of your hands and Sahasrara!? And
these vibrations worked in checking about your subtle system problems. SYs behaved like kids in
Toy R Us. So did I …… in the beginning, until I found out it was not a toy that so many played daily.
Sunshine even experienced some moisture occasionally oozing out of her Sahasrara! Because I
never experienced that at all, I did not think too much of it. Except for the experience of the Cool
Breeze (pneumatology) of those born of the Spirit, Jesus never said anything about “moisture” or
“wetness”. So I did not ask, until today.
I just asked a few minutes ago. Sunshine told me it was quite often those days, although less these
days. Her exact words, “It feels like a bit wet.” “But I don’t pay attention to it nowadays.”
I am quite shocked that she never told me about such countless and far more incredible
experiences than that of the normal Cool Breeze, until asked a few minutes ago. I am at a loss for
words for this discovery.)
For me, she is on a much higher level than me. I will from now onward try to attain that experience,
though I know it will never happen. Why? You need to follow the path of Unconditional Love that
Jesus [and Gauri] have shown by example. I cannot because I still do not have the ears that hear
what he truly wants from his disciples; Unconditional Love. Those who do will experience the living
waters he promised 2000 years ago.
So all of you want to know how to make the Cool Breeze flow, but on a 24/7 basis i.e., much more
than that hundreds of thousands of ordinary people attending public programs have
experienced. Gurpall Singh, an alcoholic to date, also experienced the Cool Breeze when he
attended the Paraclete’s public program in Toronto, Canada. A pariah dog like me did too. It is
no big deal.
The Cool Breeze of the Holy Spirit is for all, Pharisees and pariahs included, who had ears and
followed Shri Mataji’s public program instructions. We are talking about so many since the early
1970s. The Paraclete only asked for ears that heard, not convert their owner into a Christian to start
following a preacher and attending church.
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But has anyone of us experienced the living waters promised by the Savior to all who believe in
him? As far as I know, only Sunshine has and continues to. More than 20 years have passed but
never has she told me again, until today. There can no better Good News than that on Good
Friday, April 2, 2021.
“Question: "What did Jesus mean when He spoke of living water?"
Answer: Jesus uses the phrase “living water” in two instances in the Bible. The first instance is found in
John chapter 4. Jesus was tired and sat at a well while His disciples went into town to buy food. A
Samaritan woman came to draw water, and Jesus asked her for a drink. The Samaritan woman was quite
shocked because Jesus was a Jew, and Jews simply hated the Samaritans. Of course, she had no idea
who Jesus was and asked Him how He could ask her for water since He was a Jew.
Jesus ignored the question and went right to the point, “If you knew the gift of God and who it is that asks
you for a drink, you would have asked him and he would have given you living water” (John 4:10). Notice
that He does not say that He is the living water, but that He would give living water to her, and when she
received it, she would never thirst again. Of course, that does not tell us what the living water is! For that,
we must go to another passage of Scripture. In this case, Jesus is in the temple surrounded by a throng of
worshipers. He suddenly cried out, “If anyone is thirsty, let him come to me and drink. He who believes in
Me, as the Scriptures said, ‘From his innermost being will flow rivers of living water.’ But this He spoke of
the Spirit, whom those who believed in Him were to receive; for the Spirit was not yet given, because Jesus
was not yet glorified.”
Here Jesus refers to the Holy Spirit as the living water. External influence of the Spirit had always been
given in the conversion and sanctification of the Old Testament saints and prophets, but the gift of the Spirit
who would indwell believers had not yet been received (Acts 10:44–45). So, though many people say that
Jesus is the living water, Jesus Himself intended the phrase to mean the Holy Spirit who dwells in believers
and seals them for salvation (Ephesians 1:13–14). It is the ministry of the Spirit, flowing out of a heart
redeemed by God, that blesses believers and, through them, brings life and light to the world.”
Question: "What did Jesus mean when He spoke of living water?"
https://www.gotquestions.org/living-water.html
I will talk about the 24/7 Cool Breeze tomorrow or so. To do so today would make me a fool as
contrasted to the Living Waters, the Cool Breeze pales in comparison.
“If anyone is thirsty, let him come to me and drink. He who believes in Me, as the Scriptures said, ‘From his
innermost being will flow rivers of living water.’ But this He spoke of the Spirit, whom those who believed in
Him were to receive; for the Spirit was not yet given, because Jesus was not yet glorified. [in the Age that
has Come]” [emphasis our 2021-04-02]
I have a lot to learn from Sunshine. This has been the best Good Friday of my life. Amen.
jagbir
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